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Research approach

Approach: Evaluate
compatibility with
compensatory mitigation in
terms of restoration potential
and indicators of potential
demand for mitigation in the
sub-watershed.
Index
RESTORATION POTENTIAL
These indicators suggest where wetland
restoration activities are likely to be
successful.

POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR
COMPENSATORY MITIGATION
These indicators tell us about watersheds
where demand is most likely, based on
historical demand for compensatory
mitigation and where demand for mitigation
may already be met by other lands.

Datasets

Data source

Acres with USFS restoration potential in the HUC-12
subwatershed

USFS map data

Percent of the HUC-12 subwatershed with potentially
restorable wetlands

EnviroAtlas map data

Historical number of compensatory mitigation credits
transacted in the area, 1988-2016

RIBITS database &
EnviroAtlas map data

Historical number of Department of the Army permits issued
for dredge/fill projects in the HUC-8 watershed, 2014-2016

ORM database

Presence of other mitigation sites providing compensatory
mitigation in the same HUC-8 watershed

EnviroAtlas map data
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The wetland restoration
potential index is created with
two map layers: Acres of
high-restoration potential
lands identified in the LOAS,
and percent potentially
restorable wetlands.

Acres identified in the LOAS as having wetlands
restoration potential

Percent potentially restorable wetlands
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The wetland restoration
potential index is created with
two map layers: Acres of
high-restoration potential
lands identified in the LOAS,
and percent potentially
restorable wetlands.

Acres Identified in the LOAS as Having
Wetlands Restoration Potential

Percent Potentially Restorable Wetlands

INDEX: WETLAND RESTORATION POTENTIAL
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Next, we assessed potential
demand for mitigation. Historical
number of DA permits issued
and compensatory mitigation
credit transactions were used as
proxy indicators of demand.
Proximity to other mitigation
suppliers (e.g., In-Lieu-Fee and
bank sites) was also considered.

Historical Number of DA Permits Issued, 2014-2016

Historical Number of Compensatory Mitigation Credits Transacted, 1988-2016

Count of Compensatory Mitigation Projects in the HUC-12 Watershed
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Next, we assessed potential
demand for mitigation. Historical
number of DA permits issued
and compensatory mitigation
credit transactions were used as
proxy indicators of demand.
Proximity to other mitigation
suppliers (e.g., In-Lieu-Fee and
bank sites) was also considered.

Historical Number of DA Permits Issued,
2014-2016

Historical Number of Compensatory
Mitigation Credits Transacted, 1988-2016

INDEX: POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR COMPENSATORY MITIGATION
Number of Compensatory Mitigation
Projects in the HUC-12 Watershed
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The multi-factor index reflects
the relative compatibility of
properties with wetland
compensatory mitigation, based
on:
1. Wetland restoration potential
2. Potential demand for
compensatory mitigation

Index: Wetland Restoration Potential

Index: Potential Demand for
Compensatory Mitigation

MULTI-FACTOR INDEX: COMPATIBILITY WITH COMPENSATORY
MITIGATION OF SITES PRIORITIZED FOR ACQUISITION AND
PROTECTION IN THE LOAS
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Summary

Keep Exploring: About the
EnviroAtlas Tool



EnviroAtlas is an online tool giving
users the ability to view, analyze, and
download geospatial data and
other resources, and it is designed to
inform decision-making, education,
and additional research.



EnviroAtlas includes: Geospatial
indicators of ecosystem goods and
services; Supplemental data, such
as boundaries, land cover, soils,
hydrography, impaired water bodies,
wetlands, demographics, built
infrastructure, and roads; analytic
and interpretive tools; and ecosystem
markets data.
Explore EnviroAtlas at:
https://www.epa.gov/enviroatlas





